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'The Third England ': Suburban Fiction and Modernity, 1918-1939 The wrong kind of modernity I noted in Chapter 2 a dominant feature expressed in much suburban writing: a semiotic anxiety involved in struggling to see and define the suburb and its individual inhabitants. We saw that this difficulty in seeing and reading suburban habitat means that individuals are often perceived as not being securely embedded in place, are not at home as they fail to establish and create convincing habitats or 'life-worlds'. This failure to create a living space in the suburbs was fictionally rendered as being a problem with the material solidity of that world.
In the present chapter I discuss suburban fiction in the period of the mass growth of the London periphery, the emergence of Greater London, in the 1920s and 30s, when, for many observers, the suburb seemed to present a completely new kind of civilisation, indeed a new version of Englishness. In many ways these interwar suburbs are our suburbs, suburban London as we recognise it today. This is the age, as Roger Bowdler reminds us, 'of Stockbroker Tudor, arterial roads and new rail and underground stations ' (Bowdler, 12) . This is the period when, 'London and its outskirts became "Greater London"', that is when 'great swathes of Middlesex were built over and large parts of Essex, Kent and Surrey disappeared beneath the expanding capital' (Saint, 103). London becoming 'Greater London' suggests an expansion of territory but a diminution of meaning, a dilution of London's originary core identity. By 1940 Greater London had 8.7 million inhabitants, up from 5.6 million at that start of the century; and this increase was largely outside the older urban core (Porter, 1996: 306) . In London the postGreat War building boom was a combination of the LCCs commitment to providing extensive working-class housing on the urban periphery Suburban Fiction and Modernity, 1918-1939 91 (Lloyd George's 'homes for heroes' movement facilitated by the 1918 Addison Act) and by the massive expansion of private house building in the outer suburbs.
The shape and form of the interwar suburb was facilitated by a number of integrating economic and cultural factors, notably a shift in the economy toward service-sector industries and production of consumer goods, particularly household goods, private cars and leisure activities. Cheaper and more flexible mortgage arrangements, the increasing social acceptability of debt and relative prosperity for the lower middle classes made buying a house easier. Unified and electrified transport links (trams, new tube lines, rail), road building and the internal combustion engine made commuting and shopping easier. This socio-economic shift was complemented by marketing and advertising campaigns (notably London Transport) which promoted the attractions of independence and home-ownership, healthy semi-rural living, time and space for leisure, and a rejection of urban squalor. This produced, in the twenties and thirties, endless rows of semis, loosely informed by Arts and Crafts details, with bay windows, faux-leaded panes, pitched roofs, 'tudorbethan' decorative features, adjoining garages, and neat small front gardens. This landscape has now become, as Barrett and Phillips observe, 'the epitome of what is usually meant by suburbia' (Barrett and Phillips, 1987: 120) . This, the 'largest proportion' of the total suburban landscape we observe today, is that place Paul Oliver observes, which is 'unsung and upraised, but by no means unloved, which we have collectively designated as "Dunroamin"' (Oliver, 1981: 11) .
Valentine Cunningham, in his influential study British Writers of the Thirties (1988) provides one long and detailed paragraph citing numerous examples of suburban loathing from seemingly every important inter-war writer. Orwell, Waugh, Woolf, Eliot, Greene, Forster and Betjeman were all actively hostile to this new suburb. These writers anxiously considered the new suburbs and its inhabitants as emblematic of a number of modern ills: as philistine, conformist and standardised, as encroaching on and destructive of traditional countryside, as amnesiac and stupid, as the home of a debased and pervasive mass middlebrow mass culture. John Carey in his influential study of Modernism The Intellectuals and the Masses (1992) furnishes a similar, even extended, charge-sheet, adding that suburbia in the period, the home of the masses, is 'distinctive in combining topographical with intellectual disdain. It relates human worth to habitat ' (Carey, 53) .
Importantly, as suggested in the Introduction, we can note that much of the hostility and tension generated in literary work of the period
